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Abstract While recent analyses of lunar samples indicate the Moon had a core dynamo from at least
4.2–3.56 Ga, mantle convection models of the Moon yield inadequate heat flux at the core-mantle
boundary to sustain thermal core convection for such a long time. Past investigations of lunar dynamos
have focused on a generally homogeneous, relatively dry Moon, while an initial compositionally stratified
mantle is the expected consequence of a postaccretionary lunar magma ocean. Furthermore, recent
re-examination of Apollo samples and geophysical data suggests that the Moon contains at least some
regions with high water content. Using a finite element model, we investigate the possible consequences
of a heterogeneously wet, compositionally stratified interior for the evolution of the Moon. We find that a
postoverturn model of mantle cumulates could result in a core heat flux sufficiently high to sustain a
dynamo through 2.5 Ga and a maximum surface, dipolar magnetic field strength of less than 1 μT for a
350-km core and near ∼2 μT for a 450-km core. We find that if water was transported or retained
preferentially in the deep interior, it would have played a significant role in transporting heat out of the deep
interior and reducing the lower mantle temperature. Thus, water, if enriched in the lower mantle, could have
influenced core dynamo timing by over 1.0 Gyr and enhanced the vigor of a lunar core dynamo. Our results
demonstrate the plausibility of a convective lunar core dynamo even beyond the period currently indicated
by the Apollo samples.

1. Introduction

The Moon is posited to have formed from the coalescence of postimpact debris of a protoplanet with the
young Earth [Cameron and Ward, 1976; Cameron, 1986]. Following the giant impact of the Earth with a
planetary embryo, material scattered beyond the Roche limit into a protolunar disk and subsequently aggre-
gated to form the Moon [Cameron, 1986; Cameron and Ward, 1976; Canup and Asphaug, 2001; Canup, 2004].
The anorthositic composition of the lunar highlands and KREEP (potassium, rare earth elements, and phos-
phorus) terrane of the lunar nearside [Jolliff et al., 1999] support the past existence of a large-scale lunar
magma ocean leading to fractional crystallization and compositional stratification of the Moon [Wood et
al., 1970; Wood, 1972; Warren, 1985]. Although a 40-to 50-km anorthositic lunar crust is consistent with a
magma ocean depth of up to 1000 km [Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011], a lower magma ocean depth limit may
be likely given recent observational data from the dual Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL)
spacecraft [Zuber et al., 2013] that indicates an average crustal thickness between 34 and 43 km [Wieczorek
et al., 2013].

During the final stages of fractional crystallization from a lunar magma ocean, the last dregs of the melt
would be enriched in water and incompatible elements, subsequently crystallizing beneath the anorthositic
crustal lid [Hess and Parmentier, 2001; Wieczorek and Phillips, 2000]. Furthermore, fractional crystalliza-
tion would result in a chemically layered mantle, which may be supported by some seismic observations
[Wieczorek and Phillips, 1998]. Until recently, the Moon had been thought to have a relatively low volatile
content due to a combination of its low-gravity and hot impact origin [Lucey et al., 2006; Pahlevan and
Stevenson, 2011]. Accordingly, past studies of the Moon’s formation and its chemical and thermal evolu-
tion have focused on a bulk Moon with minimal volatile content and the absence of water [Shearer, 2006].
However, recent geochemical analyses of very low Ti glasses and lunar melt inclusions present compelling
evidence that water concentrations of at least 260 ppm and up to 6000 ppm were present in some regions
of the lunar interior prior to 3 Ga [Saal et al., 2008; Hauri et al., 2011]. Furthermore, analysis of the electrical
conductivity of the Moon suggests a reduced viscosity layer above the core-mantle boundary consistent
with an enriched wet region of approximately 100–200 km [Karato, 2013; Khan et al., 2013]. If water was
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Table 1. Parameter Values for Thermochemical Evolution
Modela

Parameter Value

Activation energy, E 5.0 × 105 J mol−1

Activation volume, V 1.5 × 10−6 m3 mol−1

Crustal thickness 50 km
Core density, 𝜌core 7400 kg m−3

Core radius, Rc 350 km
Core conductivity, kcore 25 W/m K
Core specific heat capacity, cp,core 800 J/K
Core temperature, Tc 1800 K
Core thermal expansivity, 𝛼c 5.85 × 10−5 K−1

Specific heat capacity, cp,mantle 1200 J/K
Mean planetary radius, Rp 1737 km
Rayleigh number, Ra 106–108

Thermal diffusivity, 𝜅 10−6 m2 s−1

Thermal expansivity, 𝛼 3 × 10−5 K−1

Shear modulus, 𝜇 5 × 1010 N m−2

Surface gravity, g 1.63 m s−2

Viscosity, maximum variation 109

Viscosity, minimum variation 10−2

Viscosity reference, 𝜂0 1019–1021 Pa s
Surface temperature, Ts 250 K

aValues for core are based on Stegman et al. [2003] and
Dwyer et al. [2011]; mantle and surface values are based
on Elkins-Tanton et al. [2003]; and rheological values are
from Zhong et al. [2000b].

a constituent of the bulk Moon, fractional crys-
tallization of all but the deep mantle would have
resulted in a sequestered source of interior water.
Ultimately, in this scenario, a postmagma ocean
Moon would contain separate subcrustal and
deep mantle reservoirs, which may be consis-
tent with both localized water-rich reservoirs
(≥260 ppm) [Saal et al., 2008] and a bulk
magma ocean containing under 100 ppm water
[Elkins-Tanton and Grove, 2011].

It remains unclear if lunar water is terrestrial in
origin as deuterium to hydrogen (D/H) ratios
of measured lunar water in apatite are consis-
tent with a cometary origin [Greenwood et al.,
2011]. However, the observed hydrogen frac-
tionation could have alternatively resulted from
water-rich glasses that erupted from a source
region with terrestrial D/H values, provided
the glasses had undergone kinetic fractiona-
tion during post-eruptive degassing [Saal et al.,
2012]. This may be consistent with Pahlevan and
Stevenson [2011], which find, absent removal
mechanisms that may be responsible for later
depletion of volatiles, a postformation enhance-

ment of terrestrial-imparted volatiles may be an expected consequence of lunar formation. Regardless of
whether the lunar water is indigenous, exogenous, or a combination thereof, water in the deep lunar inte-
rior must have been retained from accretion or accreted prior to and conceivably during lunar magma
ocean solidification. Under the lunar magma ocean model, water would be progressively enriched with
incompatible elements during solidification, and a fraction may have been retained by the lunar mantle
[Warren and Wasson, 1979; Elkins-Tanton and Grove, 2011]. Although it is unclear whether measured water
concentrations are representative of the entire lunar mantle or a water-enriched reservoir [Hauri et al., 2011],
the existence and subsequent enrichment of water in the lunar interior could well have had a significant
effect on early lunar thermochemical evolution [Shearer, 2006; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995; Karato, 2010]. In
particular, water may have aided the cooling of the early Moon [Neumann et al., 1996; Hood and Zuber, 2000]
in addition to influencing the expression of surface features such as impact basins.

Unlike the Earth [Bercovici and Karato, 2003], deep reservoirs of water within the Moon could possibly exist
near the core-mantle boundary and, if so, could decrease lower mantle viscosity, possibly facilitating a pro-
longed and conceivably vigorous lunar dynamo. While the size and composition of the lunar core are still
a matter of active investigation, analyses with recent lunar data indicate the Moon may have a maximum
outer core radius of 380 km surrounding a solid inner core with a radius up to 200 km (J. G. Williams et al.,
Lunar interior properties from the GRAIL mission, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research-Planets,
2013). Recent analyses of lunar samples indicate that the Moon had a dynamo-driven magnetic field from
at least 4.2–3.56 Ga, consistent with the presence of a convecting liquid iron-rich core [Garrick-Bethell et
al., 2009; Cournède et al., 2012; Shea et al., 2012; Suavet et al., 2013]. Given bounds on the lunar core size
[Weber et al., 2011; Runcorn, 1996; J. G. Williams et al., unpublished data, 2013], it may be implausible for
lunar mantle convection from secular cooling to generate such a long-lasting dynamo via core convection
[Suavet et al., 2013; Laneuville et al., 2013] without mediation by a thermal blanket [Stegman et al., 2003;
Zhang et al., 2013], impact-induced rotation changes [Le Bars et al., 2011], or, possibly, a water-rich layer near
the core-mantle boundary.

Although the cooling history of the Moon is still ambiguous, there is some evidence, including recovered
lunar alkalic igneous rocks, indicative of a late, rapid cooling scenario for the shallow Moon, which may have
been preceded by, or overlapped with, a slow cooling phase of the deep Moon [Jolliff et al., 1999; McCallum
and Schwartz, 2001; Longhi and Ashwal, 1985]; such a scenario would be consistent with a convective core
dynamo. In this study, we address the influence of water on lunar evolution by incorporating an attenuating
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Table 2. Parameter Values for the Radioactive Contenta

Concentration Crust KREEP Mantle

Thorium 800 ppb 12.4 ppm 25 ppb
Uranium 130 ppb 3.4 ppm 4.0 ppb
Potassium 320 ppm 5100 ppm 10 ppm

aValues are based on potassium, thorium, and uranium
concentrations from Taylor et al. [2013, 2006] and measure-
ments from lunar samples [Warren and Wasson, 1979;
Wieczorek and Phillips, 2000; Korotev, 2000]. For numerical rea-
sons, we model a 2.5-km thick KREEP layer to have a thickness
of 19 km with the concentrations reduced accordingly.

strain rate as a proxy for decreased viscos-
ity [Shearer, 2006; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995;
Kohlstedt, 2006] for potential wet regions in
the lunar interior. From experimental stud-
ies of the Earth’s upper mantle (300 MPa), the
presence of a small amount of water (∼40 wt
ppm) can result in a viscosity reduction by
a factor in excess of 100 [Hirth and Kohlstedt,
1995; Kohlstedt, 2006]. We examine the influ-
ence of compositional stratification and water
via protonic weakening [Kohlstedt, 2006]
—proton diffusion into nominally anhy-
drous minerals—on the deep interior. We

utilize a finite element thermochemical evolution model and investigate changes in temperature, modes
of heat transport, core-mantle boundary heat flux, and surface magnetic field intensity. We then use the
core-mantle boundary heat flux to provide constraints on the duration of core dynamo activity.

2. Methodology
2.1. Thermochemical Evolution
We employ a modified version of the spherical axisymmetric, finite element thermochemical evolution (con-
vective and conductive heat transport) code, Citcom2D [Moresi and Solomatov, 1995; Zhong et al., 2000a;
Roberts and Zhong, 2004] on a 256 × 96 gridded element mesh that models two-dimensional, incompress-
ible mantle evolution with the Boussinesq approximation through the nondimensionalized governing
equations of the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy,

ui,i = 0 (1)

− P,j +
[
𝜂(r, T)

(
ui,j + uj,i

)]
,j
+ Ra (T − 𝛽C) 𝛿i,r = 0 (2)

Ṫ + uiT,i = 𝜅T,ii + H(t) (3)

with
Ċ + uiC,i = 0 (4)

where u⃗ is the velocity vector, P is the dynamic pressure, Ra is the Rayleigh number referenced to the lunar
radius, 𝛽 is the buoyancy number calculated from the difference in density and reference density, r is the
radius, T is the temperature, and C is the local density normalized to the reference density, 3000 kg m−3, and
maximum density, 3500 kg m−3 on a scale of 0 to 1, respectively. In the above equations, we employ Einstein
notation to indicate summation over repeated indices, with a subscript comma denoting the derivative with
respect to the following spatial index. Values used for our thermochemical evolution model are listed in
Table 1. We modify this formalism to allow for a time-dependent heat source, H(t), to account for radioactive
decay (Table 2) and we incorporate a depth- and temperature-dependent viscosity,

𝜂(r, T) = A𝜂o exp
[

E′ + V ′(1 − r)
T + T ′

s

−
E′ + V ′(1 − rcore)

1 + T ′
s

]
(5)

E′ = E
RΔT

, V ′ =
𝜌gVRp

RΔT
, T ′

s =
Ts

ΔT

Table 3. Parameter Values for Magnetic Field Intensity

Parameter Value

Ratio of dipolar to total magnetic field strength, fdip 1/7
Ratio of ohmic to total dissipation, fohm 1
Constant of proportionality, c 0.63
Magnetic permeability of free space, 𝜇o 1.26 × 10−6 H m−1
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1. Initial average (a) temperature, (b) density,
and (c) viscosity radial profiles used in our evolution
models with ΔTcmb = 200 K. The temperature profile
(average temperature (K)) of the deep LMO scenario
(solid line) as determined by Elkins-Tanton et al. [2011]
compared to the shallow LMO (dashed line) is shown in
Figure 1a. The density (kg/m3) profile of the deep LMO
scenario (solid line) and the shallow LMO (dashed line)
are shown in Figure 1b plotted with radius (km). The ini-
tial, radially averaged viscosity profile normalized to the
reference viscosity in equation (5) (solid line) and the
temperature-damped viscosity in equation (7) (dashed
line) is shown in Figure 1c.

where E′, V ′, and T ′
s are the nondimensionalized acti-

vation energy, E, activation volume, V , and surface
temperature, Ts, respectively [Roberts and Zhong,
2006; Korenaga, 2009], and 𝜂o is the reference viscos-
ity. The parameter ΔT represents the temperature
difference across the mantle, g is the lunar surface
gravity, rcore is the assumed core radius, and A is a
dimensionless pre-exponential factor, herein used to
incorporate a local viscosity reduction. We apply this
viscosity equation in sections 3.1 and 3.2.

To model the cooling of the core-mantle boundary
(CMB), we adjust the model to allow for a
time-varying CMB thermal boundary condition
based on

Ṫcmb =
−kmT,rS(
𝜌CpV

)
core

(6)

where T,r is the average radial temperature gradient
above the CMB, S is the surface area, V is the volume
of the core, km is mantle conductivity, 𝜌 is the core
density, and Cp is the core specific heat capacity. Addi-
tionally, we use a particle tracer method [Zhong et al.,
2007] to allow for radially varying density structures.
In addition to bottom heating, we include volumetric
heating of the mantle, crust, and KREEP layer with the
radioactive element concentrations listed in Table 2.

Prior lunar mantle convection models [Stegman et al.,
2003; Zhong et al., 2000b] have applied a variant of
the viscosity equation

𝜂(P, T) = A𝜂o exp
[

a
E + PV

RT

]
(7)

with a partially nondimensionalized viscosity
equation [Yang and Baumgardner, 2000] that damps
the temperature dependence of viscosity, where P is
the local pressure based on a CMB gravity of 0.9 m/s2.

The key difference in heat flux predicted by the two
viscosity equations is a result of the damping of
the temperature dependence by a scale factor, a.
This constant a is partially offset by the omission of
a second exponential term that references viscos-
ity to the CMB as in equation (5). In section 3.2.2,
we use this variant of the viscosity equation as a
proxy for a set of scenarios in which the preover-
turn temperature of the magma ocean cumulates is
not completely retained and to illustrate the differ-
ences in applying a rheological equation that does
not fully account for the temperature dependence of
viscosity. We normalize the viscosity at the CMB to our
reference viscosity.

2.2. Water, Pressure, and Rheology
While there has been a recent suggestion [e.g., Fei
et al., 2013] that silicon self-diffusion may be a pro-
hibitive factor for water-induced viscosity reduction,
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d)a)

e)b)

f)c)

Figure 2. CMB heat fluxes for shallow lunar magma ocean model and reference viscosity of 1020 Pa s. The CMB heat flux
(blue solid line) is shown on the left axis with the minimum heat flux needed to sustain a core dynamo (red dash-dotted
line) and the core temperature (black dashed line) on the right axis. (a–c) Models with ΔTcmb = 0 K. (d–f ) Models with
ΔTcmb = 200 K. Figure 2a shows Case S01: No water enrichment; Figure 2b shows Case S02: 200-km water-enriched layer
with 40 ppm water; Figure 2c shows Case S05: 500-km water-enriched layer with 20 ppm water; Figure 2d shows Case
S31: No water enrichment; Figure 2e shows Case S32: 200-km water-enriched layer with 40 ppm water; and Figure 2f
shows Case S35: 500-km water-enriched layer with 20 ppm water.

experimental studies of olivine aggregates and single crystals indicate that viscosity is reduced in the
presence of water (protons) [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996; Mackwell et al., 1985; Girard et al., 2013]. Hirth and
Kohlstedt [1996] found that viscosity is reduced by up to a factor of 140 for saturated olivine, correspond-
ing to 40 ± 20 ppm H, at confining pressures of 300 MPa. Their re-examination of higher-pressure data from
Borch and Green [1989] further suggests that the viscosity reduction factor is directly proportional to the
concentration of water in the olivine crystal matrix. Consequently, with the pressure-dependent increase of
water solubility in olivine, we may expect a maximum viscosity reduction factor in excess of 140 for a deep
lunar mantle (≥300 MPa) preferentially enriched in water and below a factor of 140 at the near surface given
the lower pressure.

2.3. Core Heat Flux and Magnetic Field Intensity
We consider a core dynamo driven by thermal core convection and neglect core crystallization. In this case,
a necessary but not sufficient condition for an internally generated magnetic field on the Moon is a heat flux
at the CMB above the critical threshold value, qad, of that carried conductively along the core adiabat, where

qad =
4πG𝛼c𝜌coreTckcRc

3cp,core
. (8)

EVANS ET AL. ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 1065
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d)a)

e)b)

c) f)

Figure 3. Temperatures and CMB heat fluxes for shallow lunar magma ocean model with ΔTcmb = 100 K. (a and d) Case
S25: No water enrichment. (b and e) Case S26: 200 km water-enriched layer with 40 ± 20 ppm water. (c and f) Case S27:
500 km water-enriched layer with 40 ± 20 ppm water. Figures 3b and 3c show the mantle temperature differences rel-
ative to the nonwater-enriched scenario for water-enriched models. In Figures 3d–3f, CMB heat flux is shown in models
with different reference viscosities 𝜂0 = 1019 (black line), 𝜂0 = 1020 (blue line), and 𝜂0 = 1021 (green line) as a function of
model start time with the minimum heat flux needed to sustain a core dynamo (red dash-dotted line).

We define the relevant variables in Table 1. Using the energy flux to magnetic field strength scaling of
Christensen et al. [2009] and assuming constant material properties in the core (see Table 3), we employ the
following relation as an approximation for the surface magnetic field intensity that can be produced from
our core heat flux,

Bd = fdip

(
Rc

Rp

)3 √
2𝜇ocfohm𝜌

1∕3
core

[
(qcmb−qad)qadRc

kcTc

]1∕3

, (9)

which can be reduced to Bd = 1.21× 10−5
[

qad

(
qcmb − qad

)]1∕3
, where Bd is the expected dipolar magnetic

field intensity (in tesla) assuming fdip is one-seventh of the total magnetic field intensity.

Many workers have attempted to examine the possibility of an internally generated lunar magnetic field
[Konrad and Spohn, 1997; Williams et al., 2001; Stegman et al., 2003; Dwyer et al., 2011; Le Bars et al., 2011;
Laneuville et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013], finding that core convection generally cannot be sustained
after 4 Ga. Additionally, varied assumptions in equation (8) lead to variations in the minimum heat flux
(1–9 mW/m2) required for sustaining a core dynamo. Herein, for a 350-km core, we use a critical threshold
value of 2.4 mW/m2 as a sufficient constraint to sustain a core dynamo. This is likely a lower bound for the
critical core heat flux and is dependent on the assumed values for variables in equation (8). The actual value
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

Figure 4. Reference case: Half-hemisphere temperature view of the lunar mantle model. ΔTcmb = 0 K. Shown are lunar
interior panels with pseudocolor temperature (K) at 0.25, 0.50, and 1.0 Gyr after model initialization. (a–c) Case D07 (no
water enrichment). (d–f ) Case D08 (200-km water-enriched layer with 40 ± 20 ppm water). (g–i) Temperature difference
between cases D08 and D07, highlighting the increased convection vigor of the water-rich layer. The radial average of
the temperature difference with time is shown in Figure 5b.

for the critical core heat flux has been suggested to be as high as 9 mW/m2 [Stegman et al., 2003]; nonethe-
less, the likely minimal value of 2.4 mW/m2 allows us to examine all cases that could potentially sustain a
convective core dynamo. We adjust this value accordingly for cases of a 450-km core to 3.0 mW/m2.

3. Results

We investigate the effect of water on lower-mantle thermal evolution through end-member scenarios of
initial density and temperature profiles within the Moon. Estimates of lunar magma ocean (LMO) depth
based upon the thickness of the feldspar-rich flotation crust modeling by Elkins-Tanton et al. [2011] suggests
a LMO depth of up to 1000 km, while more conservative estimates only yield up to 250 km [Warren, 1985]. A
1000-km-deep LMO crystallizes with an unstable density profile, leading to gravitationally driven overturn of
the magma ocean cumulates and thereby permitting cooler, near-surface material to be transported deeper
in the mantle. While a similar gravitationally driven overturn may occur for shallower LMOs, we model a
400-km-deep LMO as a chemically homogeneous mantle.

Accordingly, we choose the following two end-member scenarios for initialization of our evolution model
(Figure 1) with a nominal reference viscosity range of 1019–1021 Pa s and assume a model start time of 4.4 Ga,
consistent with completion of magma ocean solidification and overturn [e.g., Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011]:
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a) d)

b) e)

c) f)

Figure 5. Temperatures and heat fluxes for deep lunar magma ocean model with ΔTcmb = 0 K. (a and d) Case D07:
No water enrichment. (b and e) Case D08: 200-km water-enriched layer with 40 ± 20 ppm water. (c and f) Case D09:
500-km water-enriched layer with 40 ± 20 ppm water. The radially averaged temperature in time is shown for Case
D01 in Figure 5a with Figures 5b and Figure 5c tracking the temperature differences with time relative to Case D07. In
Figure 5d–5f, CMB heat flux is shown in models with different reference viscosities 𝜂0 = 1019 (black line), 𝜂0 = 1020 (blue
line), and 𝜂0 = 1021 (green line) as a function of model start time with the minimum heat flux needed to sustain a core
dynamo (red dash-dotted line).

1. Shallow Magma Ocean. A chemically homogeneous mantle at a temperature of 1600 K below 400 km

depth and with a temperature that varies linearly from 1450 K to 1600 K from the surface to 400-km depth.

2. Deep Magma Ocean. A compositionally stratified (chemically heterogeneous) mantle at a postmagma

ocean overturn temperature and density (Figure 1). From just below the surface, the density increases

linearly until 1000-km depth.

Using the fully nondimensionalized Arrhenius equation (5), we explore the effect of water enrichment for a

range of CMB temperature boundary conditions. While the lunar core may be capable of initially retaining

a 700-K higher temperature relative to the lower mantle [Konrad and Spohn, 1997], we examine moderate

cases initiated with a temperature difference across the core-mantle boundary, ΔTcmb, at 200 K and below. In

section 3.2.2, we examine the effect of varying core radii on our results and employ a temperature-damped

viscosity equation (7) as a proxy for a deep LMO scenario in which the magma ocean cumulates do not fully

retain their temperature postoverturn.
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Figure 6. CMB heat fluxes for deep lunar magma ocean model and reference viscosity of 1020 Pa s. The CMB heat flux
(blue solid line) is shown on the left axis with the minimum heat flux needed to sustain a core dynamo (red dash-dotted
line) and the core temperature (black dashed line) on the right axis. (a–c) Models with ΔTcmb = 100 K. (d–f ) Models with
ΔTcmb = 200 K. Figure 6a shows Case D37: No water enrichment. Figure 6b shows Case D38: 200-km water-enriched
layer with 40 ± 20 ppm water. Figure 6c shows Case D39: 500-km water-enriched layer with 40 ± 20 ppm water. Figure 6d
shows Case D43: No water enrichment. Figure 6e shows Case D44: 200-km water-enriched layer with 40 ± 20 ppm water.
Figure 6f shows Case D45: 500-km water-enriched layer with 40 ± 20 ppm water.

3.1. Shallow Lunar Magma Ocean
For a chemically homogeneous mantle with no initial temperature difference across the CMB, heat flow in
the lunar mantle is dominated by conduction. As a result, the core heat flux is relatively weak and is below
the minimum needed to sustain a dynamo for all of lunar history (Figure 2a).

In Figures 2d and 3d, we observe that a higher initial CMB temperature difference and lower reference
viscosity enhances the CMB heat flux in the first few hundred million years and exceeds the minimum
CMB heat flux within the first 0.01 Gyr. We find a sustained core heat flux above the minimum required
for convection only persisting to 3.8 Ga, which is not sufficient to explain the remanent magnetization in
samples formed as late as 3.56 Ga [Shea et al., 2012; Suavet et al., 2013]. As expected from equation (9), the
increased initial CMB temperature difference results in a slightly greater intensity for the dipolar magnetic
field at the surface: 0.4 μT at <0.1 Gyr and 0.5 μT at <0.1 Gyr, for 100-K and 200-K initial CMB temperature
differences, respectively.
3.1.1. Shallow LMO: Water
When water is relatively enriched in a layer above the CMB, the lower viscosity promotes convection in the
lower mantle, resulting in a higher CMB heat flux and a lower core temperature (Figures 2d–2f and Table 4).
In this case, the upper mantle remains in a conductive heat transport regime, while the mantle below
600 km convects for up to 0.8 Gyr.
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Table 4. Shallow Lunar Magma Ocean: CMB Heat Fluxes

Input Parameters Dynamo Regime Maximum Surface Dipolar
Scenario CMB ΔT (K) Water Layera (km) AH Begin (Myr) End (Myr) Field Intensity (μT)

S01 0 0 1 - - -
S02 0 250 10−2 90 170 0.2
S03 0 500 10−2 80 180 0.2
S04 0 100 10−2 100 220b 0.2
S05 0 500 10−1 90 170 0.2
S06 0 100 10−1 120 150 0.1
S25 100 0 1 0 190 0.4
S26 100 250 10−2 0 410 0.4
S27 100 500 10−2 0 340 0.4
S28 100 100 10−2 0 480 0.4
S29 100 500 10−1 0 410 0.4
S30 100 100 10−1 0 490 0.4
S31 200 0 1−2 0 470 0.5
S32 200 250 10−2 0 440 0.5
S33 200 500 10−2 0 500 0.5
S34 200 100 10−2 0 380c 0.5
S35 200 500 10−1 0 840 0.5
S36 200 100 10−1 0 480 0.5

aRefers to layer height above CMB.
bAlso active from 1.4 to 1.5 Gyr.
cAlso active from 0.7 to 1.0 Gyr.

As shown in Figures 2a–2c, in the case of no initial temperature difference across the CMB, the addition of
a water-enriched region above the core yields a CMB heat flux incapable of sustaining a core dynamo for
much of lunar history, and generally, the addition of a water-enriched layer near the CMB has a minimal
effect on extending the dynamo era. We find a similar result with ΔTcmb = 200 K, with the exception of a
50% reduction in the amount of water (factor of 10 viscosity reduction) constrained to a 500-km layer, which
allows for a core dynamo to be sustained through 3.56 Ga, the age of the youngest samples showing evi-
dence for a lunar magnetic field. With an intermediate value of ΔTcmb = 100 K, the duration of the dynamo
period is more than doubled in the presence of water enrichment.

Thus, our results suggest that for an otherwise chemically homogeneous mantle, the role of water is strongly
linked to the initial CMB temperature difference, as well as the water enrichment concentration and depth.
We find that under certain conditions (i.e., ΔTcmb = 200 K), a water-enriched layer may extend the core

Table 5. Deep Lunar Magma Ocean: CMB Heat Fluxes

Input Parameters Dynamo Regime Maximum Surface Dipolar
Scenario CMB ΔT (K) Water Layer (km) AH Begin (Myr) End (Myr) Field Intensity (μT)

D07 0 0 1 - - -
D08 0 250 10−2 150 1640 0.3
D09 0 500 10−2 10 1880 0.3
D10 0 100 10−2 610 1090 0.1
D11 0 500 10−1 80 1680 0.3
D12 0 100 10−1 790 1160 0.1
D37 100 0 1 0 310 0.4
D38 100 250 10−2 0 1340 0.5
D39 100 500 10−2 0 1490 0.5
D40 100 100 10−2 0 350 0.4
D41 100 500 10−1 0 1220 0.4
D42 100 100 10−1 0 1690 0.4
D43 200 0 1 0 1840 0.5
D44 200 250 10−2 0 990 0.5
D45 200 500 10−2 0 870 0.5
D46 200 100 10−2 0 1690 0.5
D47 200 500 10−1 0 800 0.5
D48 200 100 10−1 0 1810 0.5
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Table 6. Temperature-Damped Viscosity: CMB Heat Fluxes

Input Parameters Dynamo Regime Maximum Surface Dipolar
Scenario Core Radius (km) CMB ΔT (K) Water Layer (km) AH Begin (Myr) End (Myr) Field Intensity (μT)

D13 350 0 0 1 140 1260 0.5
D14 350 0 250 10−2 80 1150 0.5
D15 350 0 500 10−2 0 840 0.6
D16 350 0 100 10−2 90 670 0.6
D17 350 0 500 10−1 20 970 0.5
D18 350 0 100 10−1 110 940 0.6
D49 350 200 0 1 0 1040 0.5
D50 350 200 250 10−2 0 690 0.6
D51 350 200 500 10−2 0 680 0.7
D52 350 200 100 10−2 0 800 0.6
D53 350 200 500 10−1 0 930 0.6
D54 350 200 100 10−1 0 730 0.6
D13-450 450 0 0 1 140 1270 1.2
D14-450 450 0 250 10−2 0 1230 1.2
D15-450 450 0 500 10−2 0 760 2.1
D16-450 450 0 100 10−2 70 670 1.5
D17-450 450 0 500 10−1 20 860 1.6
D18-450 450 0 100 10−1 90 1210 1.2
D49-450 450 200 0 1 0 1200 1.3
D50-450 450 200 250 10−2 0 1140 1.7
D51-450 450 200 500 10−2 0 670 2.2
D52-450 450 200 100 10−2 0 820 1.6
D53-450 450 200 500 10−1 0 880 1.8
D54-450 450 200 100 10−1 0 950 1.3

dynamo period by up to 0.5 Gyr. Although water enrichment may increase the duration of a core dynamo,
the maximum dipolar, magnetic field intensity is not increased by more than 0.2 μT at the surface.

3.2. Deep Lunar Magma Ocean
With the postoverturn deep LMO and ΔTcmb = 0 K, the initial mantle state has a nonmonotonic, radial tem-
perature profile (Figure 1) with cold layers of magma ocean cumulates, formerly near the surface, embedded
in warmer areas of the lower mantle. Within the first few million years, the crust conductively removes the
excess heat from the near-surface overturned material and approaches a steady state thermal profile, while
the upper and middle mantle maintain a conductive heat transport regime with periodic and sluggish lower
mantle convection that may persist for the first 0.8 Gyr (Figure 4). After approximately 1.8 Gyr, the cold layers
are heated by a combination of conduction and sluggish convection.

For the case with no initial CMB temperature difference, the heating of the sequestered cold layer allows for
a delayed core dynamo to begin within 0.1 Gyr for a reference viscosity of 1019 Pa s. As shown in Figure 5d,
this case does not allow for a convective core dynamo with a reference viscosity higher than 1019 Pa s within
the first 1 Gyr. While the region below the sequestered cold layer convects, the cold layer is inhibited from
participating in convection due to its higher viscosity. Unlike the shallow LMO scenario, a larger thermal
gradient at depth can be maintained due to the sequestered cold layer. This thermodynamical behavior
enables a mantle without water enrichment to sustain a CMB heat flux within the core dynamo regime for
approximately 1.8 Gyr (Figure 5d) for a reference viscosity of 1019 Pa s.

Given the more vigorous convection catalyzed by the higher ΔTcmb, the final core temperature is decreased
as ΔTcmb increases. As shown in Figure 6d, for an initial CMB temperature difference of 200 K, the initiation
of a core dynamo is accelerated by the earlier onset of lower mantle convection and can continue through
2.6 Ga (Table 5) by maintaining a CMB heat flux just above the minimum for over 1 Gyr. Similar to the shal-
low LMO, when ΔTcmb = 200 K, a core dynamo is capable of producing a maximum dipolar magnetic field
intensity of 0.5 μT at the surface.
3.2.1. Deep LMO: Water
By incorporating water within the deep lunar interior through a reduction in viscosity, the lower man-
tle more readily sustains a separate convective layer from the remainder of the mantle (Figures 4g–4i).
We analyze scenarios for approximately 20 and 40 ± 20 wt ppm (factor of 100 viscosity reduction), within
layers of 100 km, 250 km, and 500 km above the CMB. To gauge the effect of water content in the deep
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Figure 7. Temperatures and CMB heat fluxes for the temperature-damped, deep lunar magma ocean model with
ΔTcmb = 0 K and reference viscosity of 1020 Pa s. (a and d) Case D13: 350-km core radius and no water enrichment.
(b and e) Case D14: 350-km core radius and 250-km water-enriched layer with 40 ± 20 ppm water. (c) Case D13-450:
450-km core radius and no water enrichment. (f ) Case D14-450: 450-km core radius and 250-km water-enriched layer
with 40 ± 20 ppm water. The temperature evolution in model time is shown with radius for Case D13 in Figure 7a with
Figure 7b showing the temperature difference of Case D14 at the same time relative to Case D13. In Figures 7c–7f, the
CMB heat flux (blue solid line) is shown on the left axis with the minimum heat flux needed to sustain a core dynamo
(red dash-dotted line) and the core temperature (black dashed line) on the right axis.

interior, we examine model cases relative to the unenriched water mantle case, alongside varying CMB
temperature boundary conditions.

For cases with no initial CMB temperature difference, the addition of a water-enriched layer allows for
a CMB heat flux above the minimum to persist for 1.6 Gyr, and this layer is critical to the existence of a
convective core dynamo for reference viscosities below 1021 Pa s. Although the reference viscosity range
(1019–1021 Pa s) we examine has a minimal impact on the duration of a convective core dynamo period
(Figures 5e and 5f), the CMB heat flux is enhanced with progressively lower reference viscosities. Water
enrichment has a negligible effect on the maximum magnetic field intensity for no initial CMB temperature
difference but allows for relatively higher magnetic field intensities through the higher CMB heat flux in the
first 1 Gyr.

With a 200-K initial CMB temperature difference, water enrichment generally increases the average CMB
heat flux at the expense of shortening the core dynamo time span due to the more rapid heat loss from
the core. This trend is not apparent with a 100-K ΔTcmb, likely due to these cases remaining near a steady
state and within a few percent of the minimum heat flux as shown in Figures 6a–6c. Generally, the result
of a lower mantle with a relative enrichment in water is a region of reduced viscosity above the core that
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convects heat away from the CMB into a convecting or conducting overlying mantle. A relative enrichment
of water enables heat to be transported out of the core at an increased rate, catalyzed by the sequestered
cold-mantle layer. For 40 ppm water in 250-km and 500-km layers above the core, the CMB heat flux
generally allows a core dynamo to be initially active, lasting until 3.5–2.5 Ga, depending on the initial
ΔTcmb (Table 5).
3.2.2. Temperature-Damped Convection
We re-examine the deep LMO scenario for 350-km and 450-km core radii, this time using a
temperature-damped viscosity (see equation (7)). For a postoverturn temperature profile, the upper and
middle mantle remain in the conductive heat transport regime, with minimal lower mantle convection for
the first 0.3 Gyr. As a consequence of the temperature dampening, the sequestered cold layer is able to par-
ticipate in convection, leading to a major upwelling and CMB heat flux peak occurring at ∼0.35 Gyr followed
by a rapid decline in heat flux and thus magnetic field intensity.

When water is enriched in a layer above the CMB, heat is removed with a greater efficiency, resulting in a
higher CMB heat flux and a lower core temperature. For 40 ppm water in 250-km and 500-km layers above
the core, the CMB heat flux is capable of sustaining a core dynamo within the first 0.1 Gyr (Figure 7), but the
relative water enrichment may reduce the lifetime of the core dynamo by 0.6 Gyr compared to the nonen-
richment case. As shown in Table 6, in all but one case, increasing the initial temperature difference across
the CMB reduces the end time of the core dynamo era by ∼0.2 Gyr on average, while generally producing
higher heat fluxes and hence stronger magnetic fields. Relative to the nominal deep LMO scenarios pre-
sented earlier, the temperature-damped cases allow for the mantle to transfer more heat earlier in lunar
history, constraining the end time for a possible dynamo era to ∼3.1 Ga. Contrary to the undamped case, for
a deep LMO with a 350-km core radius, the addition of a water-enriched layer can increase the maximum
dipolar intensity of the magnetic field by 0.1 μT for a 200-K initial CMB temperature difference.

For the case of a larger core radius of 450 km, the CMB heat flux for an unenriched water case is negligibly
affected (Figure 7), while for the 250-km water-enriched layer case, the CMB heat flux peak locations and
amplitudes vary. The greater variance in heat flux of the water-enriched case is due to the increase in total
water content volume resulting from a larger core radius. The larger core radius shifts the top and bottom of
the water-enriched layer to a larger radius, so for a constant layer thickness, there is a larger overall volume
for the water-enriched layer. While the variation in heat flux is minimal, the 450-km core radius results in
stronger surface magnetic fields by a factor of 2–3 relative to the 350-km core case. The increased magnetic
field intensities are primarily a result of the increased core radius (see equation (9)) and demonstrate that
for the structure assumed, the distance of the outer core to the surface is a critical factor in determining
the maximum field strength observed at the surface. This result derives from the fact that the surface field
intensity scales as the cube of the ratio of core radius to the lunar radius.

4. Discussion

The recent reanalyses of Apollo-era samples for magnetization have likely identified the existence
of an internally generated magnetic field on the Moon between ∼4.2 and 3.56 Ga [Shea et al., 2012; Garrick-
Bethell et al., 2009; Suavet et al., 2013]. The existence of such a field produced by a lunar core dynamo has
been thought to be untenable for thermally convective core dynamos, with heat fluxes at the CMB generally
unable to sustain a heat flux in excess of the adiabat beyond 4.0 Ga [Stegman et al., 2003; Konrad and Spohn,
1997; Laneuville et al., 2013].

Homogeneous models of the lunar mantle, as an approximation of a shallow LMO, predominantly transport
heat by conduction after approximately 4.0 Ga. These models consistently result in large CMB heat fluxes
within the first few hundred million years and near-zero fluxes for the remainder of lunar history, generally
independent of most model parameters. The addition of water has two main effects: (1) it may change the
duration of a dynamo for a homogeneous mantle by up to 0.4 Gyr allowing for a convective core dynamo to
be active during the most recently recorded magnetic field sample age of 3.56 Ga and (2) in the lower man-
tle it provides a mechanism to enhance the amount of heat advected away from the core, strengthening the
dynamo field intensity.

Our heterogeneous model of the lunar mantle is capable of producing a CMB heat flux above the core adi-
abat lasting for nearly 1.9 Gyr. The initial thermal profile assumes the postoverturn LMO cumulates retain
fully the temperature associated with their preoverturn depth. Whether gravitationally driven overturn of
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the LMO can occur while retaining the preoverturn temperature of the cumulates depends on the layer
thickness, start time, and duration of overturn. Our analysis of the case in which the preoverturn LMO tem-
perature is retained shows that within 1 billion years, a cold layer embedded in the deep interior is heated
by a combination of conduction and convection, which helps to stimulate convection in the lower mantle.
The heating of the deep cold layer allows for a delayed core dynamo to begin within 0.1 Gyr after magma
ocean solidification and overturn. Without water enrichment, this scenario also allows for the possibility that
a core dynamo existed for 1.8 Gyr, which may still be consistent with Apollo-era paleomagnetic data given
that such a weak field would likely be below the detectable threshold [Tikoo et al., 2012]. If the temperature
dependence of viscosity is damped (section 3.2.2) to simulate scenarios in which the thermal gradient of the
postoverturn LMO mantle is partially attenuated compared to our nominal post-LMO cases (section 3.2), our
convective dynamo persists until 3.1 Ga.

In examining the role of water on the thermal evolution of the interior, we find that water enrichment at
depth is likely to further decrease the temperature of the lower mantle over time and, depending on the
water concentration and regional extent, shorten or lengthen the duration of a possible core dynamo. With
a range of density and temperature profiles, the addition of water in the deep interior facilitates the trans-
port of heat out of the deep mantle and provides a stronger CMB heat flux. Using equation (9), an upper
limit for the magnetic field intensity can be produced from our core heat flux. For a deep LMO case with
40 ppm water in a 500-km layer above a 350-km core, the heat flux could promote a 0.7-μT dipolar mag-
netic field at the surface, compared with up to 0.5 μT in cases without water enrichment. Furthermore,
we find varying the core radius (see equation (9)) results in a minimal change to the core heat flux but
yields a significant increase in the surface magnetic field strength resulting in dipolar fields in excess of
1 μT. However, consistent with prior convective core dynamo models, our resultant dipolar fields are not
sufficient to explain the inferred lunar paleofields (>10 μT) [Garrick-Bethell et al., 2009; Shea et al., 2012;
Suavet et al., 2013].

The very low Ti glasses recently discovered to contain water are theorized to originate from a heteroge-
neous mantle source, including a KREEP component, at less than 520-km depth [Saal et al., 2008; Shearer,
2006; Shearer and Papike, 1993; Elkins et al., 2000]. If only a small amount of KREEP was retained near the sur-
face, the remainder along with its radioactive element and water content may have foundered with a dense
layer of cumulates [Stegman et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2013]. Given our results, it is likely that under these cir-
cumstances, water could have played an influential role in promoting a higher CMB heat flux and could have
promoted core dynamo activity well beyond 3.7 Ga.

With the exception of a KREEP layer at the near surface, our temperatures do not exceed the bulk solidus,
and thus, melt quantities are neglected. For larger quantities of melt, the partitioning of water and the
amount of melt will play dominant roles in determining whether a viscosity reduction or increase is likely
for melt under hydrous conditions [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996]. While our models do not directly pre-
dict near-surface magmatism in early lunar history, as geological evidence indicates occurred on the
Moon [Head, 1975; Wilhelms and McCaulay, 1987; Jolliff et al., 2000], our models may be compatible with
near-surface magmatism induced by an ilmenite-bearing cumulate layer [Zhang et al., 2013]. Addition-
ally, the possible decoupling of interior and near-surface cooling of the early Moon suggest these are not
irreconcilable differences.

While we choose a core adiabatic heat flux similar to Dwyer et al. [2011], our value is lower than the con-
vective core dynamo models of Stegman et al. [2003] and Laneuville et al. [2013]. The variability in the core
adiabatic heat flux in convective dynamo models is a result of differences in assumed core properties includ-
ing radius, density, specific heat, thermal expansion, and thermal conductivity. The largest uncertainty is
due to core thermal conductivity, which has generally been assumed to be between 25 and 50 W/m K based
on assumed Earth values [Anderson, 1998; Stacey and Anderson, 2001]. Recent results from de Koker and
Steinle-Neumann [2012] suggest the core conductivity values for Earth have likely been underestimated,
though coincidentally, we note this range may be appropriate for lunar core conditions based on their com-
putational results ( 50 W/m K) and experimental data ( 30–35 W/m K) included therein. The core thermal
conductivity has been used to justify the larger core adiabatic heat flux of Zhang et al. [2013], while most
authors have opted to use a median or a range of values [Laneuville et al., 2013; Stegman et al., 2003; Dwyer
et al., 2011]. As the core cools and the inner solid core grows, the growing solid inner core will reduce the
minimum CMB heat flux necessary to maintain a superadiabatic liquid outer core [Weber et al., 2011; Dwyer
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et al., 2011]. Although the critical core heat flux will be a function of inner core solidification, this effect is
generally not accounted for in dynamo models, likely resulting in the overestimation of the critical heat flux
with time. Additionally, this effect could potentially allow a chemically homogeneous mantle to sustain a
core dynamo more readily. By employing a minimum of 25 W/m K for the core thermal conductivity, we
examine all cases that could potentially sustain a convective core dynamo. While we note that a higher core
thermal conductivity or changes in other assumed values may result in a higher core adiabatic heat flux, our
thermal evolution models are independent of the core thermal conductivity. Our overall conclusions remain
unchanged for values of the core adiabatic heat flux through 5 mW m−2 resulting from changes in the core
thermal conductivity (Figures 2, 3, and 5–7).

Furthermore, compared to convective dynamo models of Stegman et al. [2003] and Laneuville et al. [2013],
our models generally maintain a higher CMB heat flux due to the inclusion of water and a composition-
ally stratified mantle. While the comprehensive study of Zhang et al. [2013] investigates the foundering
of a near-surface ilmenite-bearing cumulate layer to the CMB and results in higher CMB heat fluxes than
our model, their model is aided by higher lower mantle temperatures, exceeding our CMB temperature
by 500 K.

5. Summary

From our results, we find that the addition of water within the lunar mantle can result in a CMB heat flux that
is able to sustain a core dynamo beyond 3.56 Ga. Enriched water in the lower mantle acts as a catalyst for
transporting heat out of the deep mantle due to the reduced viscosity from protonic weakening [Kohlstedt,
2006]. The cases that we examine demonstrate that with the consideration of a chemically layered mantle or
water-enriched lower mantle, the core heat flux is no longer a limiting factor in sustaining a convective core
dynamo beyond the period currently indicated by the Apollo samples.

A homogeneous, dry model of the lunar mantle is predominantly conductive after approximately 4.0 Ga,
after which it is generally unable to support a convective core dynamo without external mediation of a
thermal blanket [Stegman et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2013], impact-induced rotation changes [Le Bars et al.,
2011], or, as we show in this study, the addition of mantle water or a postoverturn lunar magma ocean. The
homogeneous mantle models tend to result in large CMB heat fluxes within the first few hundred million
years, and very low fluxes for the rest of lunar history, consistent with prior models [Konrad and Spohn, 1997;
Stegman et al., 2003; Laneuville et al., 2013].

We find that a deep lunar magma ocean after gravitationally driven overturn may sustain a core dynamo on
timescales longer than the latest paleomagnetic data [Shea et al., 2012; Suavet et al., 2013], through 2.5 Ga.
Based on the core dynamo scaling model of Christensen et al. [2009] and assuming a 350-km core radius,
our results yield a maximum dipolar surface magnetic field intensity of 0.7 μT. Additionally, we find that the
observed maximum magnetic field strength at the surface is strongly dependent on the lunar core radius,
and with a 450-km core, the dipolar intensity may be up to ∼2 μT.

If water was transported or retained preferentially in the Moon’s deep interior, even in small amounts
(20 ppm), it would have played a significant role in transporting heat out of the deep interior and reducing
the lower mantle temperature. Water enriched in the lower mantle could have influenced the timing by over
1.0 Gyr and enhanced the surface magnetic field intensity of a convective core dynamo.
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